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Abstract22

This paper proposes a new verification metric that can evaluate location23

errors and shapes of rainfall areas simultaneously: the Pattern Similarity24

Index (PSI). Pixel-by-pixel verification methods such as the threat score and25

root mean squared error have difficulties in evaluating location errors and26

shapes of rainfall areas, and in evaluating small rainfall areas. To address27

these difficulties, various object-based methods have been developed. How-28

ever, object-based methods tend to be complicated and computationally29

expensive. Therefore, PSI adopts a simpler, computationally more efficient30

algorithm as follows. First, bounding rectangles of individual rainfall areas31

are computed, and neighboring rectangles are combined so that they are32

treated as a single precipitation system to mimic the human recognition.33

Next, shape parameters are computed for each integrated bounding rectan-34

gle. For each pair of the observed and forecasted rainfall areas, the location35

error weighted by the differences of the shape parameters is used as the36

verification score. If no observed rainfall area with a similar size exists near37

a forecasted rainfall area, this distance-based score of the forecasted area is38

set to a large value. The integration method of the bounding rectangle and39

the precipitation threshold are the only tunable parameters in this method,40

and we repeat computing the verification score by varying these parameters.41

The best value is used as the final verification score.42
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Idealized cases showed the ability of PSI to evaluate location errors and43

differences in the shape parameters. A real case with global precipitation44

nowcasting showed that the proposed evaluation value increased almost lin-45

early with the forecast time, whereas the threat score and root mean squared46

error tended to saturate as the forecast time increases, showing a potential47

advantage of PSI. Comparison with another object-based method revealed48

the advantage of PSI in its computational efficiency while providing similar49

verification scores.50
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1. Introduction52

Verification methods are essential when developing a quantitative precip-53

itation forecasting system. Pixel-by-pixel comparisons such as the threat54

score (TS) and root mean squared error (RMSE) are commonly used for55

spatial verification. However, these traditional methods cannot account for56

location errors and shape differences of precipitation areas (Gilleland et al.,57

2009). For example, a slight dislocation may result in a very low evalu-58

ation even if shapes of rainfall areas are predicted accurately. Similarly,59

if observed and forecasted rainfall areas largely overlap despite their very60

different shapes, we may get a very high evaluation that is not consistent61

with our subjective evaluation.62

Therefore, many verification methods have been proposed to evaluate lo-63

cation errors and shape differences of rainfall areas. The fractions skill score64

(FSS; Roberts and Lean, 2008) considers the location error; FSS compares65

fractions of observation and forecast in an area around a target grid point.66

Duc et al. (2013) also proposed an extension to FSS to consider a temporal67

shift. However, FSS does not consider the shape difference explicitly. To68

evaluate the shape difference, various object-based methods have been pro-69

posed such as the Contiguous Rain Area (CRA; Ebert and McBride, 2000),70
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the Method for Object-based Diagnostic Evaluation (MODE; Davis et al.,71

2006a,b, 2009), the Structure, Amplitude, and Location (SAL; Wernli et al.,72

2008), and the Procrustes shape analysis (PSA; Micheas et al., 2007; Lack73

et al., 2010). The CRA first computes the location error of a rain system by74

a pattern matching technique, and the mean-square error of rain intensity75

is decomposed into the components of location error, rain volume error, and76

rain pattern error. Therefore, the CRA does not explicitly recognize shapes77

of whole rainfall objects. The MODE, SAL, and PSA evaluate precipita-78

tion areas by various shape features. For example, the MODE has many79

parameters; one can create an arbitrary index by tuning the parameters.80

Although this flexibility is convenient, verification by the MODE could be-81

come user-dependent, unlike the traditional methods. Gilleland et al. (2009)82

summarized other types of verification methods.83

Pattern recognition algorithms have been developed in the information84

science. For example, facial recognition of digital camera images is a well-85

known application. Haar-like feature (Viola and Jones, 2001) is often used86

in the facial recognition. In a shadow pattern of a slightly blurred face87

image, an eye appears darker and a cheek appears brighter, resulting in a88

black rectangle on top of a white rectangle. Here, rectangles are frequently89

used in the image processing because of simplicity. In the same way, a nose90

and a mouth can be represented by a simplified pattern.91
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Likewise, human eyes tend to recognize neighboring small rainfall areas92

as a single precipitation system. If the small rainfall areas are evaluated in-93

dividually, it is very difficult to match the observed and forecasted rainfall94

areas. In the existing studies about the classification of areas, Marzban and95

Sandgathe (2006) generated clusters by merging the two closest precipita-96

tion grids (or clusters generated by an iteration of merge processes). Details97

of other cluster analyses are summarized by Everitt (1980). Another way of98

extracting coherent structures is spatial (or temporal) filtering (e.g., Davis99

et al., 2006a,b). However, to utilize fine-scale information of the field lost100

by the filtering, special treatments such as integration of small rainfall areas101

is necessary.102

A pattern recognition technique converts human’s subjective evaluation103

processes into an objective algorithm. For example, Lack et al. (2010)104

compared subjective evaluations by human forecasters and objective veri-105

fications by PSA. This paper will take advantage of this characteristic to106

propose an alternative verification index for precipitation patterns: the Pat-107

tern Similarity Index (PSI). In the proposed method, simple shape features108

will be combined, so that the location errors and shape differences are eval-109

uated in the same units, with less tunable parameters compared to other110

object-based verification methods. This paper is organized as follows. Sec-111

tion 2 describes the methodology, and Section 3 presents idealized case112
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studies. Section 4 presents a real-world experiment with a satellite-based113

global precipitation data. Finally, discussions and conclusions are drawn in114

Section 5 and 6.115

2. Data and Methodology116

2.1 Data117

As a test case, this study uses hourly-updated 12-hour global precipi-118

tation nowcasts known as the RIKEN Nowcast (RNC, Otsuka et al., 2016,119

2019) for the one-month period of May 2016. RNC provides space-time ex-120

trapolation of the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)’s Global121

Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) Near-Real-Time (NRT) prod-122

uct (Kubota et al., 2007; Ushio et al., 2009). GSMaP provides global pre-123

cipitation estimates based on satellite microwave and infrared observations.124

The spatial resolution is 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ from 60◦S to 60◦N, and the temporal125

resolution is one hour. To perform space-time extrapolation, motion vectors126

of precipitation areas are computed from two consecutive NRT images by a127

cross-correlation technique, and precipitation patterns are advected by the128

motion vectors to obtain 12-hour forecasts. Near-real-time predictions of129

GSMaP RNC are available at https://weather.riken.jp/. See details in130

Otsuka et al. (2016, 2019).131
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2.2 Outline of the evaluation132

The algorithm of the verification index PSI is composed of four major133

steps.134

1. Define an integrated rainfall area that consists of neighboring patches135

of rainfall areas.136

2. Find matched pairs of the observed and forecasted rainfall areas based137

on the differences in their locations and sizes138

3. Compute the location and shape features for each integrated area139

4. Compute a similarity index for each matched pair as a location error140

weighted by the difference in the shape features141

The procedure 1–4 is repeated using different integration methods and pre-142

cipitation thresholds, and the best score is selected at each pixel. Details143

follow.144

2.3 Integration of the neighboring rainfall areas145

First, rainy pixels connected by their edges and corners are searched to146

find a rainfall area, where a rainy pixel is defined as a pixel with a rain rate147

greater than a threshold Rc. Rainfall areas are labeled with unique IDs,148

and their bounding rectangles are computed. Figure 1 shows the global149
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distributions of the bounding rectangles for GSMaP NRT at 0900 UTC 3150

May 2016 without applying the integration procedure. This study repeats151

this process by changing the threshold Rc to 0.5, 1, and 5 mm h−1. The152

same procedure is applied to observations and forecasts.153

Next, neighboring bounding rectangles are integrated to extract precip-154

itation systems. Here, two integration methods are combined to perform155

better integration. Method A integrates only overlapped bounding rectan-156

gles, and Method B integrates non-overlapped rectangles. Method B has a157

threshold Dmatch to combine two non-overlapped rectangles, where Dmatch158

is the maximum distance between the nearest sides, and the east-west and159

south-north directions are evaluated independently. The larger Dmatch is,160

the larger the integrated areas are. In this study, Dmatch = 10 pixels is used;161

the general tendency of the final evaluation values is not sensitive to the162

choice of Dmatch in the range of 5 to 10.163

In the case of Fig. 1, for example, a precipitation threshold of Rc = 0.5164

mm h−1 gives 2614 bounding rectangles before integration, and Methods A165

and B produce 2153 and 415 integrated rectangles, respectively. Figure 2166

shows examples of integrated bounding rectangles with Methods A and B.167

Although an integrated area is not necessarily a single precipitation system,168

PSI has an advantage of being able to be performed automatically with169

objective clustering.170
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[Fig. 1 about here.]171

[Fig. 2 about here.]172

2.4 Matching condition173

Matching observed and forecasted rain areas is an essential but difficult174

step in an object-based evaluation method. For example, the MODE (Davis175

et al., 2006a,b) and CRA (Ebert and McBride, 2000) use only a distance for176

the matching condition, whereas the SAL is designed to avoid one-to-one177

matching due to its difficulty (Wernli et al., 2008). Here, two matching178

criteria are used: the distance of the centroids of observed and forecasted179

rain areas DCentroid and the normalized difference of their areas dRA. The180

distance and area are measured in the units of grid points and its square,181

respectively. The distance condition for a matched pair is given by182

DCentroid ≤ LC ≡ (BAO + BAF )
1
2 , (1)

where BA denotes the bounding rectangle’s area, LC is the critical distance,183

and subscripts O and F denote observation and forecast, respectively.184

Next, the area difference condition for a matched pair is given by185

dRA ≡ |RAO −RAF |
RAO + RAF

≤ dRAC ,

0 < dRAC < 1,

(2)
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where RA is the rainfall area within an integrated bounding rectangle and186

dRAC is the threshold of dRA. Equations 1–2 are symmetric between ob-187

servation and forecast. If dRAC = 0.5 or 0.9, the maximum possible ratio188

between RAO and RAF becomes 3 or 19, respectively. A larger dRAC means189

a weaker constraint, leading to more chances of pairing. However, the av-190

erage evaluation gets worse because rectangles with a large size difference191

can be paired. We tested three conditions: dRAC = 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9. When192

dRAC = 0.9, unintended pairs of rectangles appear because the condition is193

too loose; for example, a synoptic system may match a mesoscale convective194

system. This study uses dRAC = 0.7 because the case with dRAC = 0.7195

finds more matched pairs than the case with dRAC = 0.5.196

In the current algorithm, observed and forecasted objects may match197

even if they do not overlap. If a forecasted area does not match any observed198

areas, it is considered as a false alarm. Similarly, if an observed area does199

not match any forecasted areas, it is considered as a miss. The number of200

unmatched areas provide information on misses and false alarms. In this201

paper, false alarms will be presented in the graphics. However, misses are202

not explicitly considered in the following examples.203
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2.5 Computation of shape features204

a. Evaluation equation205

Defining a single score in an object-based verification method is not a206

simple task; different shape features have different units and variable ranges.207

The original MODE did not provide a single metric (Davis et al., 2006a,b).208

The current MODE uses the fuzzy-logic approach to combine different shape209

features into a single parameter (Davis et al., 2009; Gotway et al., 2018);210

users need to provide functional forms of fuzzy logic for each shape feature.211

SAL provides the components of structure, amplitude, and location, sep-212

arately (Wernli et al., 2008). PSA adopted a quadratic function of fitting213

parameters of translation, dilation, and rotation, as well as differences in214

average, minimum, and maximum intensities (Micheas et al., 2007). Lack215

et al. (2010) introduced user-defined weights to each parameter of PSA. In216

summary, these methods combine different shape features empirically.217

The evaluation in this study focuses on the location error because the218

location error is one of the major difficulties in the traditional pixel-by-pixel219

verification methods (Gilleland et al., 2009). Therefore, this study proposes220

a distance-based metric. To construct an evaluation score in the units of221

distance, penalties of shape differences are expressed in the form of weights222

to the location errors.223

Here two kinds of location errors are used: DCentroid, defined in the pre-224
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vious subsection, and a distance between the centers of their integrated225

bounding rectangles (DCenter). DCentroid is computed by assuming that all226

pixels within the rainfall area have the same weight. These two different227

location errors are used to keep consistency between the location errors and228

the shape features because some features are defined relative to the bound-229

ing rectangle, whereas other parameters are defined using values at each230

pixel. Figure 3 shows an example of a centroid and a center of an integrated231

bounding rectangle. If an integrated bounding rectangle becomes large, the232

centroid and the center tend to be apart from each other, demonstrating233

the necessity of considering DCenter and DCentroid separately.234

Among various possible functional forms, this study chooses the evalu-235

ation of the following form (denoted as EPSI):236

EPSI = DCenter ×WPattern ×WSlope + DCentroid ×WIntensity ×WArea, (3)

where WPattern, WSlope, WIntensity, and WArea are the weights of the shape237

pattern feature, slope feature, rain intensity, and rainfall area, respectively.238

Each weight is designed to become unity in the case of perfect forecast, and239

the value increases as the degree of imperfection in each metric increases,240

so that the effect of each metric is integrated into a single metric in the unit241

of location error. Details of the weights will be described in Section 2.5.b.242

For comparison, a different functional form will be examined in Section 5.243

The equation is composed of two terms to keep consistency between the244
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location errors and the definition of shape features. The first term is defined245

using the location error of the bounding rectangle DCenter. Here, WPattern246

and WSlope are multiplied with DCenter because they are computed relative to247

the bounding rectangle. The second term represents parameters computed248

from values at each rainy pixel; this is why the centroid error DCentroid is249

used in this term.250

The evaluation value of 0 represents the perfect forecast. A larger value251

means lower similarity to the observation. There is a caveat; if the centroid252

and the center of an observed rainfall area agree with those of a forecasted253

rainfall area, the equation above gives 0 regardless of the shape differences.254

However, in high resolution precipitation forecasts, it almost never happens255

that the centroids and the centers of forecasts and observations agree per-256

fectly and simultaneously. In the current experiments, EPSI is set to 100000257

for unmatched areas as the missing value.258

[Fig. 3 about here.]259

b. Features260

As noted above, this study uses four shape features: shape pattern,261

slope, rainfall intensity, and area. Each feature is converted to a weight262

greater than or equal to one, so that a unified evaluation score can be263

computed later.264
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• Shape pattern265

The shape pattern feature represents a rough shape of a rainfall area266

in an integrated bounding rectangle. Figure 4 shows schematics of267

idealized examples. First, the bounding rectangle is divided into eight268

sectors at the same angle around the center of an integrated rainfall269

area, and rainfall areas are computed in each region. Among the eight270

regions, the maximum and minimum of rainfall areas are denoted as271

Amax and Amin, respectively. The shape pattern feature SP is defined272

as273

SP =
Amin

Amax

. (4)

In the case of circle, SP = 1, whereas SP approaches 0 in the case of274

elongated shape. The corresponding weight WPattern is given by275

WPattern = 1 + |SPO − SPF | . (5)

The parameter WPattern works as a penalty of the shape difference.276

• Slope feature277

The slope feature is represented by a vector which consists of the278

unique identification numbers (simply “IDs” hereafter) of the eight279

regions defined as Regions 0–7 in Fig. 4. The region IDs are sorted280

in the descending order of the rainfall area, and the first four IDs281
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are used. To focus on a rough shape, the order of the four IDs is282

not considered when compared between observations and forecasts.283

Figure 4c shows the slope vector in an idealized example, in which284

the vector becomes (2, 7, 3, 6), indicating that the object inclines to285

the right. Unlike elliptic fitting, this method can represent irregular286

shapes; for example, an arc-shaped region can be represented by a287

vector (1, 2, 0, 3). In this approach, the vectors (0, 1, 2, 3) and (4,288

5, 6, 7) both represent shapes elongated in the meridional direction.289

However, they have opposite curvature in the zonal direction. The290

proposed method distinguishes these two cases; this may have pros291

and cons.292

The slope difference SLD is defined as293

SLD = 1− V

4
, (6)

where V is the number of region IDs that are commonly included in294

observation and forecast vectors. For example, both (2, 7, 3, 6) and295

(7, 2, 6, 3) give the same value, V = 4 because the order of four IDs296

is not considered. The corresponding weight WSlope is297

WSlope = 1 + SLD. (7)

• Rainfall intensity298

The rainfall intensity RI is defined as the average rain rate in an299
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integrated rainfall area. The weight WIntensity is calculated by300

WIntensity = 1 +
|RIO −RIF |

RIO
. (8)

One might consider the following form to keep symmetry between RIO301

and RIF :302

W ′
Intensity = 1 +

|RIO −RIF |
RIO + RIF

. (9)

This form is similar to the amplitude component of SAL (Wernli et al.,303

2008). However, the current study adopts Eq. 8 to weigh the verifica-304

tion truth RIO more heavily than RIF under the assumption that the305

verification truth is sufficiently reliable. If RIF → ∞, W ′
Intensity → 2306

in Eq. 9, whereas WIntensity → ∞ in Eq. 8; Eq. 8 allows us to penal-307

ize unrealistically large RIF more strongly. Equation 9 will be more308

suitable if the verification truth RIO has a large uncertainty.309

• Area310

Rainfall area within an integrated bounding rectangle RA is also used311

as a feature. The weight WArea is defined as312

WArea = 1 +
|RAO −RAF |

RAO

. (10)

The reason for the asymmetry between RAO and RAF is same as that313

in Eq. 8.314

[Fig. 4 about here.]315
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2.6 Selecting the best evaluation value316

The evaluation method described above depends on the integration method317

of the bounding rectangles and the precipitation threshold. To account for318

the sensitivity to these, the evaluation is computed with the three integra-319

tion methods (No-integration, Method A, and Method B), and each integra-320

tion method is repeated with the three precipitation thresholds (RC = 0.5,321

1, and 5 mm h−1). The MODE also has a functionality to sweep combina-322

tions of parameters (Gotway et al., 2018). Although each combination of323

integration method and precipitation threshold gives one evaluation value324

for each object, the value is stored at all the rainy pixels of the object. Total325

9 evaluation values are computed at each pixel; these 9 values provide useful326

information on the sensitivity to the methods and thresholds. In addition,327

summarizing the results as a single score will help get an overview of the328

forecast performance. For that purpose, the smallest value (i.e., the best329

evaluation) at each pixel is selected as the final output.330

Figure 5 shows an example of the evaluation procedure. The right panels331

show the evaluation values among the three thresholds RC = 0.5, 1, and332

5 mm h−1 without rain area integration (Fig. 5b,f,j), with Method A (Fig.333

5c,g,k), with Method B (Fig. 5d,h,l). Figure 5m shows the final evaluation334

values after combining all the threshold values RC . The left panels show the335

areas of correct forecasts (also called “hits,” magenta), false alarms (dark336
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green), and misses (light green) by the traditional pixel-by-pixel contingency337

table. If a forecast has rain which is not observed, it is called “false alarm.”338

If an observation has rain which is not predicted, it is called “miss.” It339

is noticeable that areas of correct forecast have smaller evaluation values340

before the integration of areas, and the value does not change after the341

integration. On the other hand, areas of false alarms and misses get smaller342

(i.e., better) evaluation values after the integration of rainfall areas.343

Taking the minimum value has two major advantages. First, this pro-344

cedure increases the number of matched pairs between observations and345

forecasts compared to the evaluation with a single integration method and346

a single precipitation threshold. In Figs. 5b–d,f–h, there are many un-347

matched objects that are shown in black, whereas in Fig. 5m, the number348

of unmatched objects is reduced significantly. Second, this also enables us349

to consider nonuniform scores within the same precipitation system. For350

example, if an intense rain area has a better performance than its sur-351

rounding area of weak rain, PSI assigns a smaller score to the intense rain352

area than to the surrounding area (see the small green areas inside a small353

blue area left of center in Fig. 5p). Selecting the best values from multiple354

methods and thresholds does not lead to random mixing of values in space;355

coherent structures remain before and after the selection (Fig. 5). Taking356

the minimum value as the final score is an optimistic strategy; an optimal357
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summarization method may depend on a user’s purpose.358

[Fig. 5 about here.]359

3. Idealized cases360

In this section, PSI is applied to idealized cases to see how the evaluation361

changes depending on the shape pattern, slope, area, and rainfall intensity.362

In Fig. 6, the central object O denotes an observed rainfall area, and F363

denotes forecasted rainfall areas. The black and gray objects represent a364

rain rate of 20 and 10 mm h−1, respectively. The objects F1 and F2 have365

the same elliptic shape as O, and F3 and F4 have a smaller eccentricity.366

The objects F1 and F4 tilt clockwise by 45 degrees compared to O. The367

area of object F4 is twice as big as that of O.368

In the case of tilted objects (F1 and F4), WSlope = 1.5. If the objects lie369

at right angles to each other, WSlope = 2. In the case of smaller eccentricity370

(F3), WPattern = 1.5. In the case of double area (F4), WArea = 2. In the371

case of different rain rates (F2 and F4), WIntensity = 1.5.372

[Fig. 6 about here.]373

Figure 7 compares the proposed evaluation, TS, and RMSE in various374

cases changing the distance between O and F . Here TS and RMSE are375
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defined as376

TS =
TP

TP + FP + FN
, (11)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(RFi −ROi)
2, (12)

where TP, FP, and FN represent the numbers of pixels for correct forecasts377

(true positive), false alarms (false positive), and misses (false negative),378

RFi and ROi represent forecasted and observed rain rates at ith pixel, and379

n represents the total number of pixels. Objects in Fig. 7 are the same as380

those in Fig. 6. In these cases, DCentroid = DCenter because of the symmetry.381

In Cases A and B, the shape, slope, and rain intensity are the same as382

O, but DCentroid is different: 20 and 60 pixels, respectively. The larger the383

distance, the worse the proposed evaluation. In Cases B, C, and D, DCentroid384

is the same, but the forecasts tilt clockwise in Cases C and D. In Case D,385

the forecast rain rate is a half of the observed rain rate. Among Cases A–D,386

the evaluation of Case D becomes the worst because of its large location387

error, different tilt, and different rain rate.388

In Cases E and F, the distance and area are the same as Cases B–D,389

but the shape has a smaller eccentricity. The different evaluations between390

Cases C and E are due to the different shapes. Although Cases D, E, and391

F exhibit similar scores, the reasons are different: shape, intensity, and392

both. If users need to investigate reasons for a bad score, each term of the393
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proposed evaluation will provide helpful information. The forecasted rain394

area of Case G is twice the size of the other forecasts. Comparing Cases A–395

G, one can intuitively recognize that the similarity of Case A is the highest396

and the similarity of Case G is the lowest. PSI gives intuitive evaluations,397

whereas RMSE solely depends on the rain intensity, and TS gives the same398

evaluation, zero, in Cases A–G since there is no overlapped area.399

[Fig. 7 about here.]400

4. Real case with GSMaP RNC401

We applied PSI to the GSMaP RNC nowcasting product and compared402

this method with TS and RMSE. GSMaP NRT is used as the reference.403

Table 1 shows the parameters used in the following experiments. The pro-404

posed evaluation scores in this section are calculated only for areas where405

bounding rectangles in observations and forecasts match. The experimental406

period is one month from 0900 UTC 1 May to 0900 UTC 1 June 2016. The407

applied regions are the entire computational domain (60◦S–60◦N), northern408

hemisphere (20◦N–60◦N), tropics (20◦S–20◦N), southern hemisphere (60◦S–409

20◦S), and Japanese vicinity (115◦E–155◦E, 20◦N–60◦N). These areas are410

selected for a demonstration purpose only; for real applications, users can411

select any regions of their interest. In the following analyses, the data are412

treated simply as plain bitmap images with the equirectangular projection413
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without considering the earth’s spherical curvature. This does not affect414

the conclusions of this paper.415 Table 1

4.1 Spatial distributions of the evaluation scores416

This section provides specific examples applying PSI to GSMaP RNC417

nowcasting products. Figure 8 shows the global distributions of the scores418

by PSI for GSMaP RNC at forecast times FT = 1, 6, and 12 h, valid at419

1500 UTC 3 May 2016. Warmer colors represent higher similarity, and420

colder colors represent lower similarity. Figure 8b shows that 1-h forecast is421

the most accurate as expected; warmer colors are dominant. The predicted422

shape pattern, slope, area, and location are almost the same as those of423

GSMaP NRT (Fig. 8a). Figures 8c–d indicate that the evaluation gets424

worse at longer FT; colder colors increase.425

Figure 9 shows the scores of the proposed evaluation EPSI, TS for 0.5426

mm h−1, and RMSE around Japan (20◦N–60◦N, 115◦E–155◦E) at FT = 1,427

6, and 12 h valid at 1500 UTC 3 May 2016. Figures 9b–d indicate areas428

of correct forecasts (magenta), misses (light green), and false alarms (dark429

green) of rain rate greater than 0.5 mm h−1, as in Fig. 5, whereas Figs. 9e–g430

represent the proposed evaluation values by the same color as in Fig. 8. The431

RMSEs at FT = 6 and 12 h are similar, although the location and shape of432

the forecasted rainfall areas are different from those of the observed areas.433
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TS improves as the correct area (magenta) in the upper panels gets larger.434

The location errors and deviation of the shape of rainfall areas at FT = 12435

h are considerably larger than those at FT = 6 h. Since PSI evaluates the436

structure of rainfall areas, the score of PSI at FT = 12 h becomes 2.6 times437

as large as that at FT = 6 h. TS at FT = 6 h is 1.6 times as large as that438

at FT = 12 h, showing that TS is less sensitive to these location errors and439

shape differences compared to PSI.440

For comparison with an object-based method, the MODE tool in the441

Model Evaluation Tools Version 8.0 provided by the Developmental Testbed442

Center was used (Gotway et al., 2018). Although there are numbers of tun-443

ing parameters in the MODE tool, only the thresholds for precipitation444

rate are modified from the default values (Table 2). Figures 9i–k show the445

MODE “total interest” for the same dataset. The MODE total interest446

combines various MODE shape features with the fuzzy-logic approach and447

used to decide whether forecasted and observed clusters match or not. Due448

to its complexity, this paper does not describe details of the MODE algo-449

rithm; see Gotway et al. (2018). The general tendency is similar between450

PSI and the MODE; as the forecast time increases, similarity indices be-451

tween forecasted and observed patterns get worse. The MODE computes452

scores for smoothed and thresholded precipitation areas. Therefore, small453

precipitation areas do not have scores. The PSI, in contrast, gives scores to454
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all the small areas if matched.455

[Fig. 8 about here.]456

[Fig. 9 about here.]457

Table 2

4.2 Comparison between the proposed method and traditional458

methods459

This section compares PSI, TS, and RMSE averaged over the four verifi-460

cation regions: the northern hemisphere, tropics, southern hemisphere, and461

entire computational domain. Figure 10 shows the global-mean scores by462

the three verification methods as a function of FT averaged for a month in463

May 2016. The vertical axis of TS is inverted, so that the lower, the better464

for all methods. The proposed evaluation value grows almost linearly with465

FT with slight decrease of its slope for FT < 9 h, whereas TS shows a gen-466

tle convex curve, and RMSE saturates quickly. It is known that traditional467

pixel-by-pixel comparison methods “doubly penalize” the displacement er-468

ror (Gilleland et al., 2009); a penalty for missing observed features and an-469

other penalty for a false alarm. Usually, observed and forecasted objects do470

not overlap completely. Therefore, RMSE saturates quickly as FT increases,471

and is not suitable for verification of precipitation forecasts with large lo-472

cation errors. Although TS does not saturate completely, the global-mean473
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TS becomes less sensitive at longer FT compared to PSI. This is because474

TS cannot evaluate predicted rainfall areas without overlap with the cor-475

responding observed rainfall areas. On the other hand, PSI can evaluate476

those areas appropriately.477

[Fig. 10 about here.]478

4.3 Characteristics of individual features479

PSI consists of the shape features and location errors, which can be480

viewed separately. Figure 11a shows the monthly-mean location errors mea-481

sured by DCenter and DCentroid in May 2016 as a function of FT. In general,482

the two location errors increase faster at FT ≤ 2 h than at FT > 2 h, and483

the error growth slows at FT > 9 h, resulting in slightly convex curves.484

DCenter and DCentroid may differ significantly for each object (Fig. 3), but485

the difference does not appear in the mean value shown in Fig. 11a.486

Figure 11b shows the mean WPattern, WSlope, WArea, and WIntensity in May487

2016 as a function of FT. The mean WPattern does not change much with488

FT, indicating that the shape pattern of a forecasted rainfall area is similar489

to that of the corresponding observed rainfall area in the current applica-490

tion. The mean WArea increases significantly with FT, indicating that the491

size difference of integrated rainfall area between observation and forecast492

increases with FT. The mean WSlope increases with FT, indicating that a493
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forecasted rainfall area gently tilts with FT relative to the corresponding494

observed rainfall area. The mean WIntensity increases at shorter FTs and495

does not change much at longer FTs. These characteristics will depend on496

the dataset; in the current dataset, the dependence of EPSI on FT seems497

dominated by that of DCentroid ×WArea.498

Figure 12 shows the global-mean errors of the centroids of rainfall areas499

in the zonal and meridional directions at FT = 1 and 12 h. Each dot repre-500

sents each initial time of GSMaP RNC in May 2016, resulting in 744 points501

for each FT. Figure 12 clearly shows that the location errors of precipitation502

areas in GSMaP RNC are generally larger at longer FT. The location errors503

are biased to the west at longer FTs in the extratropics. In the tropics, the504

location errors are not biased at either FT = 1 or 12 h. This indicates505

that eastward propagation of synoptic weather systems is underestimated506

in this version of GSMaP RNC. RNC was updated occasionally to reduce507

this underestimation by improving the tracking algorithm; a separate paper508

will report how to improve the nowcasting system in detail (Otsuka et al.,509

2019). In particular, this tendency is stronger in the southern hemisphere.510

This is because morphing of precipitation distribution is not considered over511

the southeastern Pacific in GSMaP NRT when the Geostationary Opera-512

tional Environmental Satellite (GOES)-13 observations are not available;513

typically, GOES-13 full-disk images are available every three hours (Costa514
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et al., 2018). The location error biases clearly capture this feature.515

[Fig. 11 about here.]516

[Fig. 12 about here.]517

5. Discussion518

As shown in Section 4.2, PSI and TS show relatively high correlation.519

If the location error increases with time, the overlap between the observed520

and forecasted precipitation areas also decreases, leading to similar behav-521

iors between TS and PSI. However, the advantage of PSI comes after the522

overlap between observed and forecasted precipitation areas vanishes; PSI523

can measure the error without the overlap, whereas TS cannot provide any524

information without the overlap.525

PSI uses bounding rectangles of precipitation areas when computing526

shape parameters, integrating precipitation areas, and matching observed527

and forecasted objects. There is one caveat; the operation is not axisym-528

metric. A typical example is synoptic-scale cold fronts in the extratropics;529

they tilt in the southwest-northeast direction in the northern hemisphere.530

In this case, the current method creates a bounding rectangle with large531

blank spaces in the northwest and southeast directions. Therefore, merging532

of rectangles may occur excessively in those directions. However, the use of533
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bounding rectangle is easy to implement, and computationally inexpensive534

compared to more strict evaluation of shapes. Considering these tradeoffs,535

PSI adopted the bounding rectangle. The problem above can be solved by536

suppressing the merging in those blank directions while keeping its compu-537

tational efficiency. This paper aims to provide a proof-of-concept, and the538

remaining issues will be our future research topics.539

Although this study adopts Eq. 3 as the final evaluation value, one540

may consider other forms. For example, one may choose either DCentroid or541

DCenter only. One may also force DCentroid and DCenter be greater than zero542

by adding a constant to avoid loss of shape feature information in the case of543

nearly-zero location error. Here, another evaluation equation is examined:544

E ′PSI = DCentroid ×WPattern ×WSlope ×WIntensity ×WArea. (13)

EPSI considers the difference between DCentroid and DCenter, whereas E ′PSI545

depends on DCentroid only. Figure 13 compares EPSI and E ′PSI. The general546

tendency is the same between EPSI and E ′PSI; however, EPSI has larger547

variability than E ′PSI.548

[Fig. 13 about here.]549

This paper compared PSI with the two pixel-based traditional methods550

and demonstrated its advantage in evaluating forecast errors in a compre-551

hensive manner. PSI also has an advantage to other object-based methods;552
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the number of tuning parameters in PSI is only three (Table 1). This is sim-553

pler than other object-based methods as mentioned in the introduction. For554

example, the MODE has similar functionality with PSI, but with 7 major555

tuning parameters, and users can change functional forms, too. Although556

the comparison with other object-based methods would be of interest, a557

comprehensive comparison would be complex. For simplicity, this paper558

introduced an example of MODE only for a specific case (Fig. 9).559

The computational cost of object-based verification methods is much560

higher than traditional methods; the cost for comparing objects for all the561

possible combinations will explode as the number of objects increases. For562

example, the MODE with the configuration in Table 2 for the entire compu-563

tational domain of GSMaP, 3600×1200 pixels, produced about 350 objects564

each for observation and forecast data for a single scene, and the compu-565

tation took about 12 hours on an Intel Xeon E5-2680 2.7-GHz CPU using566

a single CPU core. The current paper did not perform a one-month veri-567

fication with MODE because of this computational cost. In contrast, PSI568

completes its computation in about 10 seconds under the same condition569

with more than 2500 objects each for observation and forecast data.570
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6. Conclusion571

This paper proposes a new verification method which can evaluate lo-572

cation errors, shapes, and intensity of rainfall areas simultaneously. Here,573

bounding rectangles of rainfall areas are integrated at first so that small574

rainfall areas which cannot be evaluated individually can be evaluated as a575

group. This will produce clusters that are consistent with the human recog-576

nition. The evaluation value is calculated as a sum of two weighted location577

errors between pairs of observed and forecasted rainfall areas; a location578

error of the center of an integrated bounding rectangle is weighted by the579

shape pattern and slope features, and a location error of the centroid of the580

integrated rainfall area is weighted by the rain rate and rain area features.581

The proposed index, named PSI, has two parameters for integration of rain-582

fall areas and matching between observed and forecasted rainfall areas, and583

three thresholds of precipitation rate are considered. However, the results584

are not sensitive to these parameters.585

Idealized cases successfully showed that patterns with similar shapes,586

slopes, and smaller location errors resulted in better evaluation; the results587

were consistent with the human recognition. In the experiments applying588

PSI to the GSMaP RNC nowcasting product, monthly-mean evaluation589

of PSI in May 2016 indicated that the forecast accuracy decreased almost590

linearly as the forecast time increased. The monthly-mean scores of TS and591
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RMSE did not show much changes compared to that of PSI. Particularly,592

RMSE hardly changed after the forecast time of 7 h. The MODE, another593

object-based method, showed similar results in a particular case, but its594

computational cost was much higher than PSI, with 12 hours wall clock595

time compared with 10 seconds in this study. In PSI, the two location596

errors became larger as the forecast time became longer, whereas the four597

weights in the evaluation equation saturated as the forecast time became598

longer; simply the location error mattered at longer forecast times. The599

location error was biased westward in the extratropics, suggesting a model600

bias of GSMaP RNC. The temporal variability of the evaluation scores by601

PSI and TS in May 2016 were similar, whereas that by RMSE was different.602

PSI can be applied to various simulations which can project the model603

state on a two-dimensional space such as the horizontal distribution of sea604

ice. PSI consists of four shape features; one can use each of them separately605

depending on applications. In the current formulation, all the weights are606

equally treated. However, normalizing those weights could be a future topic.607

Data assimilation is a potential application of PSI; for example, data as-608

similation systems for numerical weather prediction may use shape features609

of precipitation patterns in addition to conventional data such as wind,610

temperature, and humidity.611
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Fig. 1. Global distributions of bounding rectangles of precipitation areas
(shown in red) before applying any integration method. GSMaP NRT
at 0900 UTC 3 May 2016. A precipitation threshold RC = 0.5 mm h−1

is used. Color shading represents precipitation intensity.
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Fig. 2. Examples of integrated bounding rectangles when methods A and B
are applied. (a) Before integration, (b, c) after integration. Displayed
in the same manner as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. The centroid (green) of a precipitation area (shading) and the center
(magenta) of an integrated bounding rectangle (red).
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Fig. 4. (a, b) Examples of the shape pattern of (a) a circle and (b) an
elongated shape. (c) An example of the slope vector represented by
the region IDs. The star represents the top four largest regions.
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Fig. 5. (a, e, i) Areas of correct forecast, false alarm, and miss. (b–d, f–h,
j–m) Evaluation values EPSI by the proposed method. (b, f, j) No-
integration, (c, g, k) Method A, (d, h, l) Method B. Black represents
forecast precipitation areas that do not match any observed precipi-
tation areas (false alarms). Bounding rectangles for observations and
forecasts are represented by grey and magenta. RC = 0.5 (a–d), 1 (e–
h), and 5 mm h−1 (i–l). (m) The final evaluation values, which are the
smallest evaluation values at each pixel.
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Fig. 6. The weights in idealized cases.
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Fig. 7. Application to various idealized cases. The location error in (A) is
20 pixels, and the location errors in (B)–(G) are 60 pixels.
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Fig. 8. (a) GSMaP NRT precipitation rate at 1500 UTC 3 May 2016. (b–
d) The scores EPSI by the proposed method for GSMaP RNC valid
at 1500 UTC 3 May 2016. Forecast times of (b) 1, (c) 6, and (d) 12
h. Warmer colors represent better scores. Black represents forecast
precipitation areas that do not match any observed precipitation areas
(false alarms). 45



Fig. 9. Scores over 20◦–60◦N, 115◦–155◦E at forecast times of 1, 6, and 12
h valid at 1500 UTC 3 May 2016. (a) Raw precipitation rate. (b–
d) TS for 0.5 mm h−1 and RMSE. Magenta: correct forecasts of rain
rate greater than 0.5 mm h−1, light green: misses, dark green: false
alarms. (e–g) EPSI. (h) Precipitation rate after the MODE convolution
procedure. Black lines represent clusters. (i–k) The MODE “total
interest.” The values are the area-weighted averages for the matched
clusters, and the black fill represents unmatched clusters. See Table 2
for the MODE parameters.
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Fig. 10. Monthly-mean global-mean scores of the proposed method EPSI,
TS, and RMSE in May 2016 as a function of forecast time.
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Fig. 11. Monthly-mean global-mean (a) DCentroid and DCenter, and (b)
WPattern, WSlope, WArea, and WIntensity in May 2016 as a function of
forecast time. Values at rainy pixels are averaged. Error bars represent
standard deviations of the global-mean values. Dots in (a) represent
statistically-significant differences between DCentroid and DCenter at the
99% level by the two-tailed t-test for paired samples. A line connect-
ing DCenter(FT = 2 h) and DCenter(FT = 8 h) is shown in dashed.
Unmatched areas are excluded.
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Fig. 12. Regional-mean location error of the centroids of rainfall areas at
the forecast times of (a) 1 and (b) 12 h. Each dot represents each initial
time in May 2016.
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Fig. 13. (a) Monthly-mean global-mean EPSI and E ′PSI as functions of fore-
cast time. Error bars represent standard deviations of global-mean
EPSI and E ′PSI. (b) Scatter diagram of global-mean EPSI and E ′PSI.
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Table 1. Parameters used in the proposed index PSI.

RC 0.5, 1, and 5 mm h−1

Dmatch 10 pixels
dRAC 0.7
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Table 2. The MODE parameters used in Fig. 9.

Forecast field
conv radius 5 grid squares
conv thresh ≥ 1.0 mm h−1

vld thresh 0.5
merge thresh ≥ 0.5 mm h−1

merge flag THRESH
mask missing flag BOTH
match flag MERGE BOTH
Observation field
conv radius 5 grid squares
conv thresh ≥ 1.0 mm h−1

vld thresh 0.5
merge thresh ≥ 0.5 mm h−1

merge flag THRESH
mask missing flag BOTH
match flag MERGE BOTH
Merging
max centroid dist 80.0 grid squares
Fuzzy engine weights
centroid dist 2.0
boundary dist 4.0
convex hull dist 0.0
angle diff 1.0
aspect diff 0.0
area ratio 1.0
int area ratio 2.0
curvature ratio 0.0
complexity ratio 0.0
inten perc ratio 0.0
inten perc value 50
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